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We believe furniture can only be justified if they have personality and are truly
filling a need. With this in mind, we create pragmatic, timeless and longlasting
products for a sustainable future.
Jonas Ihreborn is the third generation in a line of upholstery craftsmen and
producers. Since we are a family business our values and personal engagement
are most important.
All furniture is made in our own factory in Småland, the centre of the Swedish
manufacturing area, close to our local sub-suppliers. Therefore, we are able to
control the whole process and keep the workforce happy. This contributes to
sustainable development with environmental awareness and fair conditions.
We design furniture aimed to create long term relationships. The collection
builds on familiar themes, both traditional and modern, combined with a strong
individual aesthetic for each piece.

Additional furniture in image: Sputnik table ø45, Sputnik table ø38, Scatter cushions, Twiggy coat hanger, Cute easy chair.

Cloud Light
The neat and elegant design of Cloud Light makes it look like an ordinary sofa more than
a traditional sofa bed. The cushions are automatically placed beneath the bed when the
mechanism is unfolded. Retractable wheels make the sofa easy to move when cleaning
the room.

Additional furniture in image: Talk table, Twiggy Wall coat hanger, Scatter cushions, Polly pouf ø80, Polly pouf 60x40, Polly pouf ø38.

Romeo
Romeo gives two bed places with good comfort, sleeping lengthways of the sofa.
Perfect when you need separate beds since it is a retractable bed. A thin mattress and
blanket can be stored in the integrated backrest box.

Additional furniture in image: Pipe easy chair, Scatter cushion, Pipe table round & Box storage pouf.

Boss
A sofa bed with a classic and functional look. The removable cover makes it easy for
cleaning. Boss is also available with thinner armrests, ”Vienna”.

Additional furniture in image: Flora chair, Twiggy coat hanger, Scatter cushion, Cross table.

Vienna
Vienna has the same functions and material as Boss, the only difference is the armrests
that are a bit thinner, which gives the sofa bed an even more classic look.

Additional furniture in image: Scatter cushion, Honey trioback low, Honey table.

India/Tango
Our smaller sofa beds are really easy to handle since they stand on wheels. India/Tango
are also available in left and right versions which make it fit for your environment. India
has a fixed padding in the back, and Tango has a large scatter cushion - choose the
setup that is best for your project.

Additional furniture in image: Scatter cushion, Sputnik lamp table, Seventy Five easy chair.

Lima
Single seat front folded sofa bed with one, two or no armrests. Lima is available in
different sizes and can also be adapted in more versions, with different armrests
for special projects. Cushions are automatically placed beneath the bed when the
mechanism is unfolded. In the technical specifications you can read more about the
different sizes of the sofa bed.

Additional furniture in image: Scatter cushion, Play table, Twiggy coat hanger.

Savona & Bed pouf
Savona: A sofa bed with a thick spring mattress which gives a high sleeping comfort.
Savona has thin armrests and buttons in the back cushions.
Bed pouf: Clever and space-saving pouf that easily transforms into an extra bed. Also
usable as a seat, footstool or table.

Additional furniture in image: Twiggy coat hanger, Scatter cushion, Seventy table, Teve easy chair.

Delta II
The clean design gives Delta a modern feeling. It has the same bed mechanism and
thick spring mattress as Savona. Cushions are automatically placed beneath the
bed when the mechanism is unfolded. The front covers the whole bed mechanism to
the floor.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Boss
SOFA BED
Wooden frame and a sturdy steel bed mechanism with a 12 cm thick
spring mattress with latex top. Padding in high resiliency foam and
polyester fiber. Moulded seat cushions in high resiliency foam. Back
cushions filled with feather/foam. Removable cover.
Model

Width

Depth

Height

Seat height

Seat depth

Sofa*

183 cm 90 cm

80 cm

45 cm

55 cm

Bed measures

133x195 cm, 12 cm spring mattress.

Unfolded depth 240cm
* Available in more sizes.

Cloud Light
SOFA BED
Wooden frame and backrest in moulded foam. Padding of high
resiliency foam and polyester fiber. Wooden frame and a sturdy steel
bed mechanism with a 12 cm thick foam mattress. Cushions are
automatically placed beneath bed when the mechanism is unfolded.
Retractable wheels makes the sofa easy to move when cleaning.
Model

Width

Depth

Height

Seat height

Seat depth

Single sofa

120 cm 102 cm

86 cm

46 cm

60 cm

Bed measures

72x205 cm, 12 cm foam mattress.

Sofa

170 cm 102 cm

Bed measures

122x205 cm, 12 cm foam mattress.

Sofa

190 cm 102 cm

Bed measures

142x205 cm, 12 cm foam mattress.

Sofa

210 cm 102 cm

Bed measures

162x205 cm, 12 cm foam mattress.

Unfolded depth 221 cm

India/Tango
SOFA BED
Wooden frame and a sturdy steel bed mechanism with a 12 cm thick
spring mattress with latex top. Padding in high resiliency foam and
polyester fiber. Seat cushion with foam/fiber and a metal spring core.
Stands on wheels. Available in left and right versions.
Model

Width

Depth

Height

Seat height

Seat depth

Sofa

107 cm

90 cm

80 cm

45 cm

55 cm

Bed measures

73x195 cm, 12 cm spring mattress.

Unfolded depth 240 cm

86 cm
86 cm
86 cm

46 cm
46 cm
46 cm

60 cm
60 cm
60 cm

Bed pouf
SOFA BED
Usable as a seat, footstool or table that easily transforms into an
extra bed. Steel frame bed mechanism with a 10 cm thick foam
mattress. Removable cover.
Model

Width

Depth

Height

Seat height

Seat depth

Pouf

75 cm

75 cm

47 cm

47 cm

-

Bed measures

70x195 cm, 10 cm foam mattress.

Unfolded depth 209 cm

Delta II
SOFA BED
Wooden frame and backrest in moulded foam. Padding of high
resiliency foam and polyester fiber. Sturdy steel bed mechanism with
a 14 cm thick spring mattress. Cushions are automatically placed
beneath bed when the mechanism is unfolded. Lift-up is an option.
Model

Width

Depth

Height

Seat height

Seat depth

Sofa*

188 cm

97 cm

85 cm

49 cm

53 cm

Bed measures

143x195 cm, 14 cm spring mattress.

Unfolded depth 215 cm
* Available in more sizes.

Lima
SOFA BED
Wooden frame and a sturdy steel bed mechanism with a thick spring
mattress. Padding in high resiliency foam/polyester fiber. Cushions
are automatically placed beneath the bed when the mechanism is
unfolded. Lift-up is an option.
Model

Width

Depth

Height

Epsilon 80

127 cm

94 cm

85 cm

Bed measures

80x195 cm, 14 cm spring mattress.

Epsilon 120

167 cm

Bed measures

120x195 cm, 14 cm spring mattress.

Epsilon 140

187 cm

Bed measures

140x195 cm, 14 cm spring mattress.

94 cm
94 cm

85 cm
85 cm

Seat height Seat depth
47 cm
47 cm
47 cm

Unfolded depth 215 cm
Available in more sizes (without armrest, left- or right armrest).

56 cm
56 cm
56 cm

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Romeo
SOFA BED
Wooden fram with nozag and pocket springs. Padding of high
resiliency foam and polyester fiber. Back cushions with feather/foam
filling. Retractable bed in sturdy steel construction with a 15 cm thick
foam mattress. A thin mattress and blanket can be stored in the
integrated backrest box. Black or wenge stained wooden legs.
Model

Width

Depth

Height

Seat height

Seat depth

Sofa

222 cm

94 cm

88 cm

47 cm

53 cm

Bed measures

80x195 cm

Retractable bed 80x188 cm, 15 cm spring mattress.
Unfolded depth 185 cm

Savona
SOFA BED
Savona has a wooden frame with padding of high resiliency foam
and polyester fiber. Sturdy steel bed mechanism with a 14 cm thick
spring mattress. Cushions are automatically placed beneath the
bed when the mechanism is unfolded.
Model

Width

Depth

Height

Seat height

Seat depth

Sofa*

175 cm

97 cm

85 cm

49 cm

53 cm

Bed measures

143x195 cm, 14 cm spring mattress.

Unfolded depth 215 cm
* Available in more sizes.

Vienna
SOFA BED
Wooden frame and a sturdy steel bed mechanism with a 12 cm thick
spring mattress with latex top. Padding in high resiliency foam and
polyester fiber. Moulded seat cushions in high resiliency foam. Back
cushions filled with feather/foam. Removable cover.
Model

Width

Depth

Height

Seat height

Seat depth

Sofa*

172 cm

90 cm

80 cm

45 cm

55 cm

Bed measures

133x195 cm, 12 cm spring mattress.

Unfolded depth 240 cm
* Available in more sizes.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

Box
STORAGE POUF
Wooden frame with padding of high resiliency foam and polyester
fiber. Inside of box in white melamine. Black and chrome coloured
wheels in plastic, or plastic feet. May be ordered in special sizes.
Model

Width

Depth

Height

Seat height

Seat depth

Storage pouf

80 cm

40 cm

45 cm

45 cm

40 cm

Twiggy
COAT HANGER
Made in solid wood. Connector in powder coated metal. Standard
colours are white and black. Can be made in other colours by offer.

Sputnik
TABLES
Metal frame with black powder coating. Lamp table with LED light
source.
Model

Width

Depth

Height		

Table ø38

40 cm

42 cm

44 cm		

Table ø45

46 cm

49 cm

49 cm		

Lamp table ø30 40 cm

42 cm

115 cm

Model

Width

Depth

Height

Coat hanger

48 cm

45 cm

168 cm

Wall 3

28 cm

18 cm

85 cm

Wall 5

32 cm

24 cm

118 cm
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